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Abstract

Contour Crafting is an emerging technology that uses robotics to construct free form structures by
repeatedly laying down layers of material such as concrete. The Contour Crafting technology scales up the
additive fabrication process from building small industrial parts to constructing buildings. Tool path
planning and optimization for Contour Crafting benefit the technology by increasing the efficiency of
construction of complicated structures. This research has intended to provide a systematic solution for
improving the overall system efficiency and realizing the automation of the Contour Crafting technology for
building custom-designed houses. An approach is presented to find the optimal tool path for the single
nozzle Contour Crafting system incorporating the physical constraints of the technology and construction
considerations. Several algorithms are given to find the collision-free tool path for the multiple nozzle system
based on the single nozzle approach.
1. Introduction to Contour Crafting
Contour Crafting [R2] can automatically construct custom-designed structures by repeatedly laying down
construction material. It is an additive fabrication technology that uses computer control to exploit the
superior surface-forming capability of troweling in order to create smooth and accurate planar and free form
surfaces out of extruded materials. Unlike many other automatic additive fabrication technologies such as 3D
printing, SLS, SLA, FDM[R4], which can only deliver relatively small size of three-dimensional structures
(normally 1 cubic foot maximum), Contour Crafting has the capability to fabricate with thick layers using
various materials and without compromising surface quality. Contour Crafting scales up the additive
fabrication process to mega scale construction activities (Figure 1). The goal of Contour Crafting technology
is to build custom-designed houses in a short time such as a day.
Since Contour Crafting has the ability of remarkably reducing the overall cost, injury, construction waste
and impact to the environment, it can be effectively used for building houses for the low income class,
shelters for disaster victims or even colonies on remote areas or other planets[R6]. Contour Crafting will also
impact the construction industry for its capability and flexibility in constructing intricate or innovative
structures. Its ability to build free-form shapes by utilizing the side trowels reduces the difficulty and cost of
construction of complex structures. The cost of a house built by Contour Crafting technology mainly
depends on the materials used and on the overall machine time. Innovative or organic form structures (such
as adobe) might cost the same or even less than conventional rectangular structures because they require less
support material. Architects are given more design flexibility because Contour Crafting eliminates many
design limitations. CC allows architects to focus on the aesthetic appearance and functionality of the
structure with less concern about construction limitations.
2. Process planning and optimization in Contour Crafting
Process planning and optimization play important roles in realizing the automation of the Contour
Crafting system and improving the overall system efficiency. These functions generate optimal tool path for
Contour Crafting system specific to the given structure designs. Furthermore, multiple-nozzle or multiplegantry systems may be involved in construction of larger community and multi-residence structures. In these
cases specific schedule and workload will be assigned to individual nozzles or gantries for collaborative
operation. Collision between nozzles should be avoided without compromising the overall constructing
efficiency. This paper intends to present a systematic methodology for Contour Crafting process planning
and optimization through the following steps:
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1. Descrribe system ch
haracteristics aand define too
ol path elemen
nts of Contourr Crafting
2. Devellop practical to
ool path plann
ning and an op
ptimization method
m
for thee single nozzlee CC system
3. Devellop practical to
ool path plann
ning and optim
mization meth
hods for multii-nozzle system
m based on th
he
optim
mization metho
od for single n
nozzle

F
Figure 1 CC in construction operation
3. Implem
mentation of process plan
nning and op
ptimization
3.1. System
m characteristics and
a tool path eleements of Contouur Crafting
A Con
ntour Crafting tool path for a specific struucture must deescribe the po
osition, orientaation, velocityy, and
deposition
n rate of the nozzle
n
in the en
ntire construcction period. This
T informatiion is then con
nverted to a
sequence of
o machine tasks and then ffed to the Con
ntour Craftingg machine. If we
w define the time or energgy
spent on each
e
machine task as cost in
n general, then
n the goal of optimization
o
w
would
be findiing a path with
h
minimum total cost asso
ociated with eevery machinee task. Therefo
ore, cost of deeposition, airtime and other
b defined forr calculating th
he overall costt for the tool path.
p
machine taasks need to be

Cost off deposition is related
r
to thee total length of wall segm
ments, the deposition flow
w rate and th
he
moving speed of the machine.
m
Cosst of airtime is related to th
he cost of movinng between wall
w segmentss and
the cost off rotation alongg wall segmeents. Cost of moving
m
between two segmeents can be determined
d
on
nce
the distan
nce between end points aand the veloccity of the maachine are kn
nown. Cost off rotation betw
ween
segmentss can be evaluuated accordiing to the rellative orientaation of the two
t segmentss. However, in
the real syystem, the deegree of rotaation of the nozzle
n
is limitted because the
t hoses andd wires attach
hed
to the nozzle may tan
ngle and beco
ome damagedd if the nozzlle rotates witthout any lim
mitation. For this
reason a mechanical
m
s
stop
is used o
on the rotatio
on union to prevent
p
the nozzle
n
from turning
t
moree
than 360 degrees in eiither directio
on. Nozzle ro
otation directtion and degrree of rotatio
on need to bee
adjusted if
i the mechan
nical stop im
mpedes the ree-orientation transition off the nozzle in
i a given
direction.. Therefore, cost
c of rotatiion depends on not only the rotation degree but also
a on the sttart
and end positions
p
of the
t stopper o
on the rotatio
on union. Co
ost of rotation between eaach pair of wall
w
segmentss needs to be calculated before optimiization is perrformed.
3.2 Tool paath planning andd optimization m
method for the sinngle nozzle CC system
Once the
t costs of diifferent machiine tasks and physical
p
consttraints have beeen defined, optimization
o
can
be perform
med to find th
he most efficieent tool path for
f the single nozzle
n
system
m. The approacch presented here
h
is to conveert the CC patth model to a standard TSP
P (traveling sallesman probleem). This apprroach consideers all
the possib
ble alternativess of constructiion and providdes optimal so
olution if the TSP
T model is solved exactlyy.
Heuristic TSP
T solvers can be used if tthe scale of th
he problem is large (for insttance, the structure layout has
h
more than
n 1000 verticess).
TSP is used to find the
t shortest ro
oute to visit a collection of cities at least once
o
and retuurn to the startting
p
between
n cities. In a
city. In thee standard TSP problem, veertices represeent cities whilee arcs are the paths
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standard TSP, distances between two cities are the same in both directions; otherwise we have an asymmetric
TSP. A solution to the TSP must return the cheapest Hamiltonian cycle of the graph which represents the
cities and paths. A Hamiltonian cycle is a simple path in the graph that contains each vertex. An asymmetric
TSP problem can be formulated as follows: Define Xij = 1 (when i,j are the index of the vertices), if edge (i,j)
is in the optimal tour; otherwise Xij = 0, and Dij = d(i,j), when d is the traveling cost between vertices i and
j. we have
Min Σ Σ Dij Xij
Σ Xij = 1

for all j

ΣXij = 1

for all I

ΣΣ Xij >= 1
for every S ⊆ X (when i ∈ S ; j ∈ X-S)
The graph of a structure layout cannot be directly formulated as a standard TSP problem. In the CC
construction process, some edges in the graph have to be traversed by the nozzle in order to deposit
concrete for building walls, which means that the CC tool path has to contain some specific edges. However,
any edge can be included in the optimal path in TSP since any edge represents a path between two cities.
Also, a vertex in a structure layout may have several edges incident to it, which means during the
construction process, the nozzle of the CC machine will visit the same vertex more than once. However, in
TSP, each vertex can be visited only once. Figure 2 shows two graphs that share the same set of vertices.
One of the graphs is a structure layout for CC. Another one is the optimal TSP path generated by Concorde
TSP solver [R5], using the same set of vertices.

Layout model for CC construction

Tool path generated by Concorde TSP solver

Figure2: two graphs that share the same set of vertices construction
For Contour Crafting, the overall construction time of a specific structure is the sum of the overall time
of concrete deposition and the overall nozzle airtime, in which the nozzle stops depositing material and
travels between two deposition edges. No matter how the optimal path is generated, the nozzle should
traverse all the deposition edges once and only once. The overall deposition time is determined once the
structure is given. The overall nozzle idle time is the factor that determines the overall construction time for
different tool paths. The optimal tool path is a path that has the minimum overall nozzle airtime. Since the
nozzle of the machine can move freely in 3-dimensions, it can go straight between any vertices. The problem
of finding the optimal tool path can be stated as follows:
Given a set of edges on a layout, find the optimum sequence and direction in which: (1) each edge is
traversed exactly once and (2) the airtime travel (motion between two end points of two edges) is a straight
line. The optimal solution minimizes the overall airtime travel.
An approach to formulate the problem is to ignore the deposition edges (walls) while only considering
the traveling paths between edges (the airtime of the nozzle). In this case, walls shrink to vertices (entities),
when the paths between vertices represent the cost of traveling between walls. Figure 3 shows the concept
behind this approach.
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A structure layout
Compact edge to vertex (letters represent edges)
Figure 3 Concept of shrinking edges
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Since each
e
edge has two vertices, the approach of shrinking the
t edge to a single
s
point will
w have four
possibilitiees to travel fro
om one edge tto another. Ass defined in Seection 3.1, thee cost of traveling from onee wall
segment to
o another dep
pends on the ti
time spent on moving and rotating
r
the no
ozzle. Cost off rotation depeends
on the orieentation of th
he two edges, tthe traveling sequence
s
and the
t starting po
osition of the stopper on th
he
rotation un
nion. Cost of rotation in op
pposite directiions may be different
d
even with
w the samee rotation degrree.
Therefore, cost of rotattion cannot bee determined before
b
perform
ming the optim
mization. In order
o
to formuulate
s
modificaations need to
o be done:
the probleem as a TSP, some
Let Vi11 and Vi2 den
note the two end points of the
t ith edge (i = 1; 2; . . . ; n).
n Let C(x , y) denote the
traveling cost
c between points
p
x and yy, which is dettermined by th
he rotation cosst and the Eucclidean distance of
point x an
nd y. Define a complete netw
work with verrtex set {Vik | i = 1, 2, . . . , n; k =1,2}. Between
B
everyy pair
of distinctt vertices (Vik , Vjl) there is an undirectedd edge with len
ngth given byy:
C (Vik, Vjl) = - M
iff i = j
= Trraveling cost o
of Vik and Vij
if i ≠ j
Where M is a large number
n
(for exxample, M maay be set equaal to the total length
l
of any feasible
f
tour in the
original prroblem). For i = 1; 2; . . . ; n
n, the distancee of -M betweeen vertices Vii1 and Vi2 imp
plies that the
optimal to
our must incluude the edge th
hat connects them.
t
Therefo
ore, every depo
osition edge will
w be traverseed by
the nozzlee. A minimum
m length Hamilltonian cycle in
i this networrk yields a pracctical optimal tour for the to
ool
path optim
mization probllem. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the concept behind th
his approach
Traveling Cost between
n
end points
p
of an edge eq
quals to -M

C

C
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D
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B
A

D
E

E
E1

E2

B1
A2
A1

D
D2
Rotation Cost betw
ween end points
are determined in the
t cost table

Figure 4 the concept of convertingg building layo
out to standardd TSP problem
m.

Figuree 5 Traveling ccost between end
e points of edges (blue/b
bold lines) equuals to –M,
Other travveling costs (grreen/thin linees) are definedd in Section 3.11.
The co
onverted CC-T
TSP problem can be solvedd by using heurristic algorithm
ms. Most TSP
P solvers use
effective heuristic
h
algoriithms to find the acceptablee result (norm
mally no more than 5% of th
he optimal
solution [R
R3]) within reaasonable timee. The Lin-Kerrnighan algoriithm [R3] has been one of the
t most
successfull tour-improviing methods dduring the 19770’s and the 19980’s. The two
o most recent implementatiions
of Lin-Kernighan algoriithm are the C
Chained (someetimes also callled Iterated) Lin-Kernigha
L
n algorithm by
Johnson and
a McGeoch [R1] and the modified Lin--Kernighan allgorithm introduced by Helsgaun [R1]. Th
he
former changes the classsic Lin-Kerniighan algorithm
m by having itt iterating in several
s
steps. Helsgaun
H
makke
some imprrovements on
n the original L
Lin-Kernighan
n algorithm, mainly
m
by revissing restriction
ns and directin
ng
the search
h for tour partss probably bellonging to thee optimal soluution. Helsgaun
n’s application
n is used in th
his
research.
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Results: 50 structure layouts (small scale problem, less than 100 vertices) have been tested using the above
approach with the given CC system parameters. Single nozzle optimal tool paths have been successfully
found for all the layouts. CPLEX [R5], a commercial integer programming solver is used to check the
accuracy of the result.
3.3 Tool path planning and optimization methods for multi-nozzle system based on optimization of the single nozzle case
The primary concern in using multiple nozzles (or gantries) is that collision between different
nozzles/gantries should be avoided. The tool path generation of the multi-nozzle system includes two steps.
The first step is to separate the original structure into different sections according to the number of nozzles
by using an iterative dividing procedure. The second step is to create tool paths for these sections so that no
collision between the nozzles occurs when they travel along the tool paths.
3.3.1. Step1: Iterative dividing.
In order to assign workloads to different nozzles, the original structure layout should be separated into
different sections according to the number of the nozzles. Ideally, each section contains an equal amount of
work load so that the construction time of all of the sections is the same. Straight lines can cut across the
original layout in order to divide it into sections with the condition that the sums of the length of all of the
wall segments in different sections are equal or approximate. The single nozzle optimization algorithm (CCTSP) is applied to find out the overall construction time of each section of the layout. If the difference
between the construction times is acceptable (lower than the pre-set threshold) then the workload
assignment is considered to be achieved. Otherwise, the cutting lines should be moved and split the original
structure, the optimization should be performed again on each section to find the difference between the
construction times. The above procedures will be performed iteratively until the best result is achieved.
Initial
cut

Initial
cut

Iterative
cut

Move the cut if not satisfy

Figure 6 Iterative dividing
3.3.2. Step 2: create collision-free tool paths between the divided parts
After evenly dividing the structure into different sections, collision-free tool paths between the divided
sections can be created. There are two ways to prevent collisions during the construction, they are: (1) setup
a buffer area to prevent the nozzles from getting too close to each other during the construction process,
and (2) analyze the x/t curves of the gantries that carry the nozzles. Three algorithms are proposed to find
the optimal collision-free tool paths. Some algorithms have a higher chance of converging to a feasible
solution than the others. However, the extent of optimality of their solutions might be lower. These
algorithms are: (1) buffer zone; (2) path cycling; (3) buffer zone path cycling.
3.3.2.1 Buffer zone
Nozzles may collide near the shared section borders. Gantries that carry the nozzles could collide with
each other when they are working near the cutting edge of adjacent sections since the width of the gantries is
not equal to zero. See figure 7.
Buffer zones can be setup on both sides of the shared border in order to prevent collisions near the
border. Buffer zones must meet the following conditions: (1) the size (width) of the buffer zone should be
bigger than the width of the gantry; (2) the overall workload in the buffer zone should be less than half of
the overall workload within the section that contains the buffer zone. When more than two gantries are
working together, one gantry should avoid the collision with gantries on either side, therefore each divided
section needs to have two buffer zones. The concept of auxiliary buffer zone can be used to reduce the
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number off buffer zoness (See figure 88). First a buffe
fer zone is gen
nerated for eacch section, andd then the
construction time of eacch buffer zonne will be calcuulated. If the construction
c
tiime of a buffeer zone of a
b
than th
hat of a bufferr zone of the next
n section, no
n additional buffer
b
zone is needed for th
hat
section is bigger
section. Otherwise,
O
auxiiliary buffer zo
ones should be
b generated next
n to buffer zone with lesss construction
n
time. In eaach section, th
he nozzle shouuld work acco
ording to the following
f
ordeer: (1) buffer zone,
z
(2) auxiliiary
buffer zon
ne (if there is any)
a and (3) th
he main workiing zone. Theese constraintss assure that th
he working areeas
of any two
o nozzles are mutually
m
excluusive during th
he entire operration; therefo
ore, collisions can
c be avoided.

Figure 7 Possible collisions betweeen two gantriees

Figure 8 Auuxiliary bufferr zone. (numb
bers are the co
onstruction seqquence of a nozzle)
3.3.2.2 Patth cycling
Since the
t nozzles aree carried by th
heir correspon
nding gantries,, two nozzles never collide if the distancee
between th
he correspondding gantries iis never smalleer than a speciific amount in
n anytime. Lett x1(t), x2(t)
represent the x position
n of the nozzlee 1 and nozzlee 2 in time t, we
w have:
W
0<t< end of the consttruction
x1(t) – x2(t) < Speciific Distance ((to prevent thee collision), When
An x/tt curve can rep
present the x p
position of a nozzle
n
at timee t. If two x/t curves never cross each oth
her
and the minimal
m
distancce between theese curves is never
n
smaller than a specificc amount, theen the two nozzzles
will not co
ollide with eacch other durin
ng the entire co
onstruction prrocess. If thesse two curves can be
constructeed and the oveerall time of th
he longer curvve is minimizeed, then the op
ptimal solution
n will be yieldded.
(See figuree 9)

Figurre 9 x/t curvess
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Since the optimal
o
CC-T
TSP tool path iis a loop (the nozzle will vissit the startingg point at the end),
e
cycling
the tool path will not increaase the overalll construction
n time. We can
n therefore alw
ways cycle onee of the paths
he chance of fiinding a pair o
or collision-freee x/t curves. To cycle a paath, the first veertex is placedd
to increase th
at the end of the sequence, but the sequeence of the veertices remainss the same in the
t tool path. The next
v
is then moved
m
to the end of sequen
nce if the cyclling is continuuous. The two paths will be
consecutive vertex
checked durin
ng the cycling to see if they will collide. The
T cycling pro
ocess will be complete
c
if th
he sequence
returns to its original patterrn.
There are two ways to manipulate
m
thee x/t curve off the tool path
h to avoid colliision. Global path cycling is
C-TSP tool patth for the singgle nozzle systtem. The optim
mal tool path
achieving the result directlyy from the CC
plit into differrent tool pathss according to
o the number of
o nozzles. Paath cycling will
for the entire structure is sp
ollision-free to
ool path pairs between the split paths. Individual path cyycling is similar
be performedd to find the co
to global path cycling.
cy
Instead of separatingg the global op
ptimal tool patth, wall segmeents of the origginal structuree
layout are sorrted and assign
ned into differrent groups. The
T optimizatiion is then perrformed on eaach of the two
o
groups to findd the local CC
C-TSP tool patths. These too
ol paths are th
hen checked to
o detect if theyy cross each
other. If they do, one of th
he paths is cyclled and checkked again until either the sollution is foundd or the cyclin
ng
process is com
mplete (i.e., faailure in findin
ng a solution). This algorithm
m has a higherr chance to fin
nd the result,
yet the total construction
c
tiime of the finaal solution maay be longer th
han that of glo
obal path cycliing. Figure 100
shows the con
ncept of indiviidual path cycling
ng.

Figuure 10 Indiviidual path cyycling
3.3.2.3 Bufferr zone path cyycling
The metho
od of path cycliing can create collision-free tool paths fro
om the CC-TSSP paths in mo
ost of the
cases. Howevver, the chancee of finding th
he collision-freee tool paths still
s depends on
o the geomettry of the
structure and the width of gantry
g
to a cerrtain degree. There
T
is a high
her chance to find a solution by
he concept of the
t buffer zon
ne and path cyycling.
combining th
When mulltiple machinees are used in construction, the structure is first evenly divided into sections
s
according to the
t number of machines. E
Each section will
w be cut or seeparated into two zones: th
he buffer zonee
and the main working zonee. CC-TSP too
ol paths will be generated fo
or both zones of each sectio
on, and then
ng zone will bee cycled to avo
oid collision with
w the bufferr zone next to
o it. Unlike th
he
the tool path of the workin
hod (path cyclling), the proccedure for making sure thatt the adjacent paths do not collide
c
are
previous meth
independent from
f
each oth
her in the meth
hod of buffer zone
z path cyclingg. Only the paaired up workiing zone path
and buffer zo
one path will be
b checked. Th
he purpose off cycling the path of the worrking zone is only to
increase the chance
c
to create collision-freee tool paths with
w the buffeer zone with which
w
it is pairred up and willl
not cause anyy collisions witth any other to
ool paths. Thiis will dramatiically increase the chance off finding
collision-free tool paths wh
hen many macchines are invo
olved in consttruction.
3.3.3 Results:
5
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50 random structure layouts each having less than 200 vertices have been tested using the above
algorithms with the given CC system parameters. Following are the number of collision-free tool paths for
each algorithm listed:
23 for buffer zone, 12 for global path cycling, 42 for Individual path cycling and 50 for buffer zone path cycling (with
the longer overall airtime than cycling based global optimization).

path cycling

path cycling

path cycling

Figure 11 Buffer Zone Path Cycling for N machines system
Conclusion
This research has intended to provide a systematic solution for improving the overall efficiency of
construction by Contour Crafting. An approach is presented to find the optimal tool path for the single
nozzle Contour Crafting system. Several algorithms are also presented to find the collision-free tool path for
the case of multiple nozzle systems. Practical and efficient tool paths can be generated using the proposed
approaches to enhance the already attractive aspects of Contour Crafting.
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